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A-omophobia Present at Maple Ridge 
Campus of Douglas College 
--~~----~------------by Matthew Martin 
There have been allegations of 
homophobia, a fear or prejudice of 
gay, lesbian or bisexual people, at 
the Maple Ridge Campus of 
Douglas College. 
Angus Adair, Maple Ridge 
Member at Large for the Douglas 
College Students Society, made the 
complaint after several events oc-
curring over the past month. 
Adair posted flyers, on behalf 
of the newly formed Lesbian, Gay, 
Bisexual Collective, at Maple 
Ridge at the end of February. Soon 
after, several of the flyers were 
taken down by students. 
It was later revealed to Adair 
that the students had done so at the 
advice of Judy O'Gourman, Rick 
Carruthers' personal secretary. 
Carruthers, the chief ad-
ministrator of Maple Ridge, 
apologised to Adair for the inci-
dent. 
When posters continued to be 
pulled down, Adair approached 
Ombudsperson Keith Olstrom with 
a complaint. Olstrom referred 
Adair to Student Society Vice-
President-Internal Jamie McEvoy. 
On Monday, March 12th, 
Adair met with Carruthers and 0 '-
Gourman to discuss the problem. 
Adair said they told him he 
wasn't doing his job properly. 
"She [O'Gourman] towered 
over me, shoved memos in my face 
and told me I was unable to see the 
truth." 
"I've never felt so intimidated 
in my entire life." 
Adair was also told that the 
threat the Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual 
(LGB) collective perceived was 
false. 
Carruthers also used the word 
"fag" twice, even after being told 
that the word was offensive alleged 
Adair. The LGB community 
prefers the word 'gay'. 
The whole incident started 
when Adair requested the meeting 
to ask Carruthers to write a letter in 
support of the LGB collective and 
the D.C.S.S.' anti-homophobia 
campaign on Thursday, March 8th. 
O'Gourman told Adair that Car-
ruthers was unavailable to meet 
with him. 
However, when a third outside 
party requested to meet with Car-
ruthers, he was given a 45 minute 
time block by O'Gourman. 
According to Adair, he 
suspects that O'Gourman thinks he 
is gay even though he isn't, and 
this, he says is the reason that he is 
being harassed. 
"It was nothing short of abuse. 
I finally felt what it was like to 
experience homophobia." 
Carruthers and O'Gourman 
could not be reached for comment. 
Both College President Bill 
Day and the College's Public Infor-
mation Officer, Bill Bell, stated 
that the Administration could not 
make any comment about the inci-
dents until they had seen the formal 
complaint. 
Olstrom is now investigating 
the matter. 
Registration by GPA Proposed Library Patrons Targets for Thieves by Tim Crumley 
Starting in September 1991, 
students at Douglas College may 
find themselves scrambling 
through a new kind of registration 
system -one which may not be any 
better. 
The college Administration 
has set up a Registration Priority 
Review Committee, and its main 
purpose is to entertain a proposal to 
tnake Grade Point Average (GPA) 
the main factor in determining who 
gets priority during registration. 
Patricia Angus, Douglas 
College's Registrar and chair of the 
committee, says if approved, the 
new system will be implemented 
for the Fall semester of 1991, and 
will take student's grades from 
either the Spring or Summer 1991 
semesters, depending on which of 
those a student had last attended. 
"It [Fall 1991 start date] gives 
a chance for the proposal to be dis-
cussed, and if it's accepted, for stu-
-dents to have the opportunity in 
advance for the students to know 
that this is the situation they are 
going to encounter,:' said Angus. 
However, Vice-President In-
ternal Jaimie McEvoy says the 
DCSS has some serious concerns 
with the proposal as it stands. 
"We don't think that it effec-
tively deals with the problems of 
students not being able to get their 
courses," he stated. 
Angus feels that although the "[The Ottawa Board ofEduca-
system doesn't clear up all the tion] has found that policies based 
problems, it is better than the old on grades tend to discriminate 
system. against minorities. Because it's 
"Academic achievement is minorities, like Native students, 
just as good a system of prioritizing · who are most likely to suffer from 
registration as any other method," the conditions that lessen their per-
she said. formance in school, by virtue of the 
"I think there are enough in- fact that it's very difficult to per-
stitutions who have been using it form when you're undergoing 
for an extended period of time to emotional and financial strain," 
show that GPA doesn't dis- saidMcEvoy. 
criminate against students." "If we took every factor that 
McEvoyisskepticalaboutthe contributes to grade point 
system working properly. average ... we simply don't have the 
"If C average students are ability to do that," Angus stated. 
going to consistently have trouble "I am sure that is not the only 
getting their courses year after factor that contributes to grade 
year, then [the system] is not ac- point average. It's a very compli-
ceptable," said McEvoy. cated area, and I don't think it's as 
"I looked at the Fall registra- simple as what you're saying," she 
tion of 1988 .. . and I looked at how said to this reporter. 
aGPAprioritywouldhaveaffected "That's insulting," stated Me-
students in that semester. So we Evoy, "because my memo quite 
have a know ledge of how it's going clearly states it is the leading factor, 
to impact," Angus stated. and it is the leading factor. That's 
McEvoy sent Angus a list of based on scientific research," he 
concerns regarding the proposal. said. 
Included in the list was a concern "I sent her the information -
that underprivileged groups, such she can take a look at it. Now I 
as people who live in poverty, admit it's a few hundred pages 
would suffer the most from the im- long, but to send someone a few 
plementation of this policy. hundred pages of information and 
McEvoy included a study from then have them say to somebody 
the Ottawa Board of Education that else that it's a simplistic approach 
by Mathew Martin 
Corrie Stuart, the Senior Library Assistant, is convinced the recent 
rash of missing wallets, purses and other personal items in the College 
library is the work of an organized theft ring. 
"It is not random," said Stuart. 
The culprit or culprits always use the same method of stealing, 
waiting until the person goes to look for a book, and then they strike. 
They then take the purse or pack sack and leave the library. 
"Nobody ever sees anything" said Stuart. 
Security guard Fadi Baydoun says the thefts are "too small to be 
organized." 
Baydoun said students do not carry enough money to make it worth 
the robber's time. 
Baydoun also suggests that students, in order to protect themselves, 
keep their belongings with them when looking for books. 
Douglas College Student Society Vice-President External, Chris-
tina Steinmann, stated, "If the library wasn't so understaffed, the library 
wouldn't be such open territory for thieves." 
Rose Grassman Resigns 
by Ross Bogle 
Rose Grassman, Douglas Col-
lege Student Society Treasurer, has 
decided to resign for the second 
time this semester. 
Grassmann made her inten-
tions official by submitting a letter 
of resignation to the society dated 
March 14, 1.990. 
around the economic administra-
tion of the society. 
One of Grassman's concerns 
was in the area of staff salary ex-
penditures. 
h ed d is not good." s ow stu ents who live in pover-
ty score consistently lower than Angus emphasizes, however, 
students who live poverty-free. 
In her letter she expressed con-
cern over several issues in the 
DCSS. Most of these were centered 
contiued on page 3 
"In my efforts not to run a 
deficit budget I discovered, for 
example, that our staff expendi-
tures have increased from 1988 
to 1989 by about 100 percent. 
This was not done through 
salary increases but 
contiued on page 3 
-
-
--
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Other Classifieds 
Will do word processing 
at home. Manuscripts, 
reports, resumes, etc. $25 per 
hour. Please call520-1961. 
sionally this year. Get back 
more money from the 
government. Call David at 
936-9735. 
but at least you're not wrink-
ly!! Love, the OP bunch. 
Please send monetary 
donations to: 8085 1 08th St, 
North Delta, B.C. V4C 7V7. 
Recipients will be grateful. 
bian/Gay/Bisexual meeting Committee meets this 
will take place this Tuesday. ~~~at 2pm in the 
All prospective members Women's Center. All inter-
wishing to attend, contact ested women are urged to at-
Norman at 527-5111. tend. ~~--------------
UBC educated writer will 
tutor English, ESL, and 
French. Call 525-3486. 
Use Metro town 
W ordprocessing and Typing 
\Yhen making your business 
and personal resumes. Fax & 
The taxman cometh __ Telex availiable. Fast & High 
that is assured. The taxman quality services at reasonable 
taketh away __ don't be too rates. Call 433-8894 days, 
521-5070 eves. 
sure. lake advantage of the .;;;.;;;..;;....;;;...;;..;..,;;....;;,.~,;__----
new tax regulations and laws. 
Have your 1989 Income Tax 
Return prepared profes-
Happy Birthday Betty 
Cheung! You may be older, 
Imtiaz Popat is 28! ! ! Im-
tiaz Popat is 28!! Wish him 
good luck before it's too late! 
Hope birthday message he 
really don't hate! 
-jack flud 
The next Les-
Room for rent -- male or 
female. Non-smoking, fur-
nished with kitchen 
priviledges. $350 per month. 
Call521-4346 after 6pm 
Marion -- have a nice 
day!- B.C. 
Women's Organising 
INFORMATION 
ON THE PROPOSED GST 
' 
AND STUDENTS. 
• Under the proposed GST* 
most students will qualify for 
the GST Credit and will be 
better off than they are now 
under the present Federal 
Sales Thx. 
• NO GST charged on fees 
by publicly-funded colleges 
and universities if the 
courses lead to diplomas or 
degrees. 
• NO GST charged on lab 
courses and mandatory 
computer courses leading to 
a diploma or a degree. 
• NO GST charged on com-
pulsory student-association 
and athletic program fees. 
*The GST legislation is 
CUITently being considered 
by Parliament. 
Goods 
and 
Services 
Tax 
Information 
for Students 
Canada 
• NO GST charged for 
occupational skill courses 
such as secretarial schools, 
trade schools and business 
colleges. 
• NO GST charged on basic 
groceries; food services 
included in residence fees or 
long:term meal-plans. 
• NO GST charged on 
residential rents including 
university residences and 
boarding houses. 
• NO GST charged on 
scholarships and bursaries, 
loans and many other finan-
cial services; health and 
dental care (including 
prescription drugs, glasses 
and contact lenses); and 
municipal transit fares. 
Call the GST Info Line toll-free now for the 
informative pamphlet: Information for Students. 
1 800 267-6620 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri. 
Telecommunications device for the hearing impaired: 1 800 267-6650 
Canada's GST. Information you should know. 
1.1 Department of f1nance M1n1stere des f1nances Canada Canada Canada 
East Vancouver Men's 
Group is having a potluck 
supper followed by a disscus-
sion of gender equality issues 
tonight at La Quena, 1111 
Commercial Drive, Van-
couver. All men urged to at-
tend. Bring an open mind -
and food! 
Orange 1976 Dodge sta-
tion wagon sitting on the 
comerofKingsway and 12th. 
400 engine, no battery, ex-
pired plates, back door 
doesn't open or shut proper-
ly, windshield has to be 
replaced. Otherwise works 
great. Whoever can get it out 
of there before it's towed 
away can keep it. 
Suprise Sis! You are a 
celebrity in our hearts! 
Happy Birthday!- ALAS 
SFU Finals Frenzy!! A 
MuchMusic Dance Party at 
SFU's West Gym Friday, 
April 6! $8 in advance, $10 
day of frenzy. Minors Wel-
come! Buy tix at SFU Stu-
dent Society General Office. 
Adult Service Workers 
Required. The Delta Com-
munity Career and Training 
Society seeks competent, 
caring, and committed 
people for part-time and 
casual relief work within 
group homes. Rate of pay is 
$10.24 per hour; the ex-
perience of working with the 
mentally challenged is in-
valuable to students in the 
Community Service Worker 
Program, Theraputic Recrea-
tion, etc. For more informa-
tion call946-9508 and ask for 
Robert. 
The classifieds section of 
the Other Press is cheap!If 
you're a student, the first 5 
lines are absolutely free! 
Then it's just 50 cents a line 
after that. If you're a busi-
ness, the rate is a dollar per 
line. If you are advertising on 
the bulletin boards, why not 
advertise here too? 
So many times .. I've 
looked out my window ... 
waiting for someone ... to sing 
me a song .. so many nights .. 
I've been in my garden .. 
alone in the dark .. now I must 
carry on ..... Debbie Boone 
• 
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Homophobic Posters at U of T 
Cause Backlash Against Varsity 
Campus Notes 
Women's Week 
Celebrated by T. Clive Thompson ill TORONTO (CUP) -- A 
poster in a University of Toronto 
residence has been called 
homophobic and "disgusting" by 
administrators and campus ac-
tivists, but the residence's dean 
says there is no policy against it. 
The poster appeared after the 
campus paper ,..;rhe Varsity, pub-
lished a special Lesbian and Gay 
Men supplement Feb 26. The 
poster criticized the paper for ex-
cessive coverage of gay and lesbian 
issues. 
It remained up for about five 
days. "I am not against 
homosexuality," it concluded "I'm 
against ever having to read about 
them again. Back in the closets and 
washroom stalls you bunch of 
degenerates." 
Uofl' assistant vice president-
student affairs David Nee lands said 
the poster "goes beyond bad taste. 
"I think that calling gays and 
lesbians 'degenerates' is totally in-
appropriate. I'm disgusted." 
David Ray side, chair of an un-
official university committee on 
homophobia, said the poster was 
similar to homophobic graffiti 
found in washrooms across cam-
pus. "It's really just a more public 
version." 
Residence dean Garry Spencer 
said there is no rule prohibiting 
residents from putting up 
homophobic material on bulletin 
boards. 
"There's no specific policy," 
Spencer said "Peer pressure usual-
ly decides what stays on the board 
and what doesn't. If someone 
Pensions Denied 
Homosexual Lovers At 
McGill; Quebec Law 
Discriminates 
by Neelam Sandhu with respect to pensions and 
MONTREAL (CUP) -- As employee benefits from having to 
McGill's academic council was follow that rule. 
discussing pension benefits for McGill also says the province 
family, professor Sam Noumoff prohibits same-sex spouses from 
asked, "Is it the intention of the getting benefits. 
university at this time to interpret Robert Head, chair of 
the term 'spouse' to include mem- McGill's lesbian and gay staff as-
hers of the same sex?" sociation said McGill should set an 
In short, university vice-presi- example. 
dent-finance John Armour's "Regardless of what may be 
answer was 'no'. defined in law, McGill University 
Although the University of as a community leader owes itto its 
British Columbia recently joined employees and the community in 
Nova Scotia's Acadia University in general to address this issue and set 
granting pension benfits to same- an example for change," he said. 
sex spouses of gay staff members, "The non-inclusion or recog-
Armour said McGill won't be fol- nition of such benefits for 
lowing suit. homosexual employees and their 
Quebec's charter of human spouses represents discrimination 
rights forbids discrimination on the as it pertains to employment equi-
basis of sexual orientation, execept ty," Head says. 
G~assman Resigns 
. . Continued from page 1 ... 
rather by 10creas10g our staff by 100 percent. Salary increases cannot 
be done only for one staff person. We should reconsider (sic] all of our 
staff and after that we should determine if we have the funds for further 
salary raises," Grassmann stated. 
. She als_o found ~t difficult to develop a working relationship in the 
SOCiety, wh1ch contnbuted to her resignation. 
. "Wh.en I ~ed with our staff or asked questions it was never at any 
ttme my uttenbon to harass anyone. I must admit that I dido 't know that 
as treasurer I would need permission to discuss financial matters with the 
office s~f. I'm. really sorry that I have never found the right means to 
cOJ.nmumcate With you. I found the subject of money much too important 
!O Ignore ~.pecially when ~t i~ not my money to let personal feelings get 
10 the way, Grassmann wnte 10 her letter to the Representative Commit-
tee. 
I~ closing her letter, Grassman commented on her observations as 
an elected member ?f the society. "After two years ·of being an elected 
!fle!D?er of the_ SOCiety, I cannot say anything has changed, only the 
10divi~uals. Qwte the contrary, we went from bad to worse. Most of the 
execu~ves have forgotten why we are here, not to run our own little 
campatgns but to serve the student body as a whole or at least the ones 
who gave us their support to be elected." 
She is q~ite ~ssimist~c about the society's economic future. 
G~sman believes if the SOCiety keeps spending at their current levels 
Without advanced budgeting, they will end up operating at a deficit tw~ 
or three semesters down the road. 
doesn't like what's on it, they'll 
take it down." 
Neelands said he would talk to 
Spencer about the poster but not 
ask for restrictions on uses of the 
bulletin board. 
"I think people can have 
freedom of expression but I think 
they can also get a tongue-lashing 
every once in a while," Neelands 
said. 
The poster was gone from the 
Women around the world celebrated the gains they have made in 
society during International Women's Week, March 5th to 11th, the 
Douglas College Women's Organising Committee included. 
All through the week, the committee showed films, held an open 
forum and co-sponsored an open house along with the Women's Centre 
and the faculty association's women's committee. 
The W.O.C. is planning a film series and a Gender equality 
workshop for April. 
residence which houses primarily DCSS Declares War on 
engineering students by Mar. 3. 
Spencer said he does not know who 
put it up or took it down. and never Homophobia 
actually saw the poster, or heard 
any complaints. The Douglas College Student's Society has passed a resolution 
Resident Sean Perry said the supporting an anti-homophobia campaign on campus. 
posterreflectedthegeneralopinion The R~presen~tive Committee, meeting on Thursday March 8th, 
of residents. voted unantmously m favour of the motion. 
"I think people are sick of The motion states that the D.C.S.S. should apply pressure to the 
having homosexuality shoved College ~oard "to.take steps to im~rove the environment on campus for 
down their throats," Perry said. gay, lesbian and bisexual students. 
"(The Varsity Lesbian and Gay TJ:lemotionalsoinvolvessupportoftheGayGames,Celebration '90 
Men supplement) isn't journalism, by acbvely opposing any hate campaigns generated as a result of the 
it's propaganda. It doesn't reflect U games. 
ofT." 
gay~~~;!~:~ti~!:d~! Library Goes High-Tech 
poster is partly a backlash against The Do las C 11 l'b . . . the publicity gays and lesbians ug 0 ege 1 rary ts. go10g h1gh-tech. 
have received in the last year. By. September. of 1990, the hbrary hopes to have an automated 
Recently, his group brought a sys~m 10 place wh1ch would help students locate resources quicker and 
complaint against a college student easter. 
paper to the Human Rights Com- . Stu~nt cards are being redesigned to accommodate the bar code 
mission. whtch will be used to help monitor materials. 
UVIC 
Charges 
Seniors 
by Kieran Harrop 
VICTORIA (CUP) -- The 
University of Victoria is the only 
university in British Columbia that 
charges senior citizens tuition, and 
students say this is elitist. 
UVIc president Howard Petch 
said seniors pay if they take a cour-
~s f~r .credit, but pay less if they 
JUSt Sit 10 on classes. Petch said the 
administration was concerned 
seniors might take a space that 
could go to a younger person and 
seniors take courses purely for in-
terest, "in that I don't think they're 
trying to get a degree." 
The issue is the lack of class-
room space at UVic, said Petch. 
There are thirty-four seniors at-
tending the university . 
Student council president 
Kelly Abysinghe, said the 
university's stance was both ageist 
and elitist. 
"(Seniors) have a lot to offer" 
said Abysinghe. "If you"re taking'a 
history class with someone who has 
~n through the war and depres-
ston, you get an added dimension 
you just don't get in a text book " 
she said. ' 
Abysinghe said education 
should be available to everyone, 
not just young upper class people 
seeking jobs. 
Abysinghe said seniors should 
n~t ~ slotted away in old age in-
stttubons. 
Anita McWilliams is a senior 
student on campus. "It's too bad 
this is the only university that char-
ges full fees," she said. 
Society Discusses 
Ombudpersons' Report 
Keith Olstrom' s Interim Om buds Report was discussed at the March 
8th Representative Committee meeting. 
. ~uring the meeting, Olstro!D raised the point that the report was an 
mtertm one only, and requested mput from new Representative Commit-
tee members. 
Univ~rsity Transfer Representative Andrew Burton called the report 
c_onstructtve, and recommended the society worlc with Olstrom • s sugges-
tions. 
Nursing/Dental Representative Janet Fors noted, "it was quite a blow 
to see all of the problems," and stated she agrees with the report. 
There had previously been controversy over the report concerning 
the way ,Olstrom had conduc~ the report, the validity of it, as well as 
Olstrom s responses to allegabons of sexism. 
. The re~rt will be discussed at both the next Representative Com-
111lttee meebng and the D.C.S.S.' Annual General Meeting on Wednes-
day, March 21st. 
McWilliams said Simon 
Fraser University and University of 
British Columbia have no fees for 
seniors, and of the sixteen other 
universities across Canada she 
called all had at least some kind of 
tuition break for seniors. 
McWilliams said "(seniors) 
are among those who have con~ 
tributed the most to society over the 
years though their jobs, their 
families and community service." 
Me Williams said seniors who 
grew up in rural areas often had no 
~ccess to post-secondary educa-
tion, and where she grew up in 
Pemberton Valley there was only a 
little elemetary school. 
"Even to go to high school we 
had to go into Vancouver, if you 
were lucky enough to have rela-
tives, and endure extreme home 
sickness," McWilliams said. 
After the war, McWilliams got 
a secretarial job, but always wanted 
to catch up on something she felt 
she had missed. 
GPA 
Continued from page 1 ... 
. that the policy has yet to be 
tmplemented. And it may not be at 
all. 
"It's a draft proposal, it wasn't 
something that the College wanted 
to make its mind up on at the upper 
echelons and simply dictate that 
was what would happen," said 
Angus. 
If implemented, students will 
be notified of the change in the Fall 
1990 semester to allow time to 
prepare for the adjustment. 
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Refugee Bill Violates H ,r;nan Ri~ 
11 1 
I c bu 
I I ' 
Canada's Immigration Law is a by Ottawa's approach to the country is doing "more than it 
year old. And a bill that was sup- refugee problem. The Canadian should" to help refugees. The CBG 
posed to deal with a backlog of Council of Churches says the recently reported 60 per-cent of 
refugee claimants has actually refugee I a w, contravenes the Canadians opp<>se general amnesty 
made the backlog bigger. Critics Charter of Rights. 
say the hill violates several human Critics of the legislation also 
rights and UN conventions, but include government officiiils, who 
Canadians seem to want even say the bill need a total overhaul. 
tougher laws. The law was supposed to clear 
McGill Daily writer Allison the backlog in two yeats, to cost 
Young checks out C-55 on its first $100 million-- it's now :proj~Cte~ 
birthday. to cost $600 million an<Jto tak;e ix 
by Allison Young years. 
Canida's refugee law turned a The year-old prqgtlmi h 
year old in February. just over 4000 clai ~ts. Of 
When it was introduced three only 121 were reje 
years ago, human rights and church "Meanwhile, a 11 W 
groups opposed the bills for the has developed," say !!bp.lt 
sweeping powers they gave im- Waldman,aTo(Ontol gra-
migration officials, and the lack of tion lawyer. "Resources frOm the 
a meaningful appeal process. The new system are bei used tp cl 
bills passed amid controversy over the old backlog." 
a backlog of 13,000 refugee "The only reason gov~mment 
claimants jamming the system. The is putting them thr gh is is to 
But said Waldman, "The only 
solution is some kind of 
amnesty. Otherwise, the whole 
system will come crashing down." 
ust claim 
adianport 
tion officer 
In some cases, the judge's al-
lows an appeal only after the person 
has been deported. As a result, the 
Canadian Council of Churches 
says Bill C-55 contravenes the 
Canadian Charter of Rights. 
She knew of one case where a 
federal government said the bill a discourage potentia refug e from h 
necessary measure to speed up the coming, and to send~ essa e that Reffl~ ave always been a fact of life. 
process of deciding who was a Canada is in contro of its refugee '/lerf pre just more today because of im-
refugee. problem. il*'<. 
But the system is more Refugees are V~d f'lfl jr-~.r and the knowledge that there 
jammed than before. There are pay for governm u,'ntfi hich provide easy access to all 
124,000 claimants waiting to have petence." ( 
their claim heard. Unable to work, But as the bat<tfl~&..!Jn!~~ refugees. 
those that aren't held in prison-like Canadians are gett 'ib.l:l»lli»iWr panel to claimant was deported before the 
detention centres have to exist on with immigrants. ight be a appeal came through. The claimant 
welfare. quarters of Canad1. l~~:!~~_j_._._..:..;._.b...:IIIL~~~~ ople com- · ·1 d · h 
.& was Jal e upon returnmg orne. 
Refugee workers are outraged -==-=-...,.,. ing from a country which has a Tragically, the appeal was success-
DOUGLAS COLLEGE 
STUDENTS' SOCIETY 
ANNUAL GENERAL 
MEETING 
Wednesday, March 21, 1990 at Noon 
In the Lecture Theatre (room 2203) 
Proposed Agenda: 
• adoption of April 19th, 1989 
annual general meeting minutes 
•approval of audit 
•adoption of executive report 
•old business 
•new business 
Local 18-Canadian Federation of Students 
- -
reputation as a human-rights ful. 
violator might be refugees, the law The last step under Bill C-55 is 
says. This step is supposed to limit a hearing before a two- member 
refugee claimants to those fleeing panel. Fifty panels operate across 
political persecution. Canada. Claimants convincing one 
While the UN High Comrnis- member of the panel that their 
sion for Refugees recognizes claim is valid are granted refugee 
refugees often can't use legal docu- status. 
ments to leave their countries, In determining refugee status, 
Canadian law says refugees who the panel must apply a 1951 UN 
use false papers or don't report im- definition of a refugee as "a person 
mediately to immigration officials with a well-founded fear of per-
are breaking the law and are held in secution due to their race, religion, 
detention centres until their cases nationality, or membership in a 
are decided. About 25 per-cent of particular social group." 
claimants are detained in jail-like Still, Canadian law permits 
conditions, often for months. immigration officials to arbitrarily 
Parker says the Credible Basis deport "third-country claimants," 
Test often takes several months to like Salvadoreans entering Canada 
get through, typically requiring from the United States. Refugee 
five or six separate sessions. workers say refugees from 
"This system is just not countries friendly to the U.S. are 
functioning," says Parker. often not seriously considered as 
Critics have blistering com- claimants. 
ments for the Immigration Board's Such discrimination for politi-
Documentation Centre, which cal reasons is rampant in the U.S. 
provides profiles of conditions in refugee system, where claimants 
refugees' native countries, ques- from communist countries are typi-
tioning the competence and cally accepted with little problem, 
reliability of its workers. while claimants from countries like 
A lack of interpreters has also Haiti and El Salvador are usually 
plagued refugee determination. rejected, they argue. 
Waldman said at least half the in- Refugees have always been a 
terpreters in Toronto are incom- fact of life. There are just more of 
petent. them today because of improved 
"It's an on-going and con- mobility and the knowledge that 
tinuous problem. Three of the last there are countries which provide 
four interpreters I had for Spanish easy access to all refugees. 
claimants were incompetent," he Canada used to be such a 
said. "There's so much pressure to country, but as boatloads of Sikhs 
make the system work that inter- and Tamils arrived literally on our 
preters are not properly screened or shores a reactionary backlash is 
trained." calling for more stringent imrnigra-
If no "credible basis" is estab- tion policies. 
lished, claimants are deported Unfortunately, politicians 
within 72 hours. Claimants have have pandered to this display of 
these 72 hours to appeal their cases. racism in a classic example of 
But according to a worker at a blame-the-victim. Because it is un-
Montreal refugee-aid organization, workable, Bill C-55 encourages 
"it's impossible to get a lawyer, this racism because it deflects the 
make a case and have it heard and public's frustration away from the 
decided in three days, especially if government and at refugees. 
the claimant does not speak 
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Perez Should 
Clean Up His 
Act, 
Mouth 
When defending the Student 
Society's action for putting up an 
information table about Black 
Awareness Month, DCSS Presi-
dent Aias Perez is quoted stating: 
"My job is to represent the students 
of this colle~." -Though true in-
deed that such a purpose serves the 
interests of the students in this col-
lege, I do not, however, consider 
Perez's conduct in handling dis-
putes by using such remarsk as 
"bullshit" and " ... who gives a 
fuck ... " as being representative of 
the students of this college. Exer-
cising such conduct when things 
seem unreasonable is not the type 
ofbehavious that we should expect 
from a President who is supposedly 
representing the student body. 
In response to Ombudsperson 
Keith Olstrom 's remarks regarding 
the "Ombudsperson terminology 
issue", Vice-President External 
Christina Steinmann is quoted in 
the Febuary 26th Other Press as 
stating: " ... if his using language 
like that and if he continues to rep-
resent himself like that ... the Stu-
dent Society is going to do 
something really serious about it." 
This statement should also apply to 
Perez as his language was by no 
way appropriate and is surely not 
what is expected and required from 
a representative figure of the stu-
dent body - especially the Presi-
dent! If Steinmann is serious about 
what she said and does not have a 
double standard, then the Student 
Society is going to have to do 
something really serious about the 
way Perez conducts himself as Stu-
dent President. 
It has also been alleged that 
Perez is not keeping his office 
hours. If this is true, then he is truly 
not doing his job in representing the 
students of this college. Further-
more, if it is true that his grade point 
average is somewhat below 2.00, 
then I find this a matter of concern. 
I can appreciate that being Presi-
dent will demand time from his 
schedule, but surely he should have 
considered that before taking up 
such an important position. The job 
as Student Society President re-
quires a mature student who can 
manage his or her time effectively. 
If Perez can not properly co-or-
dinate his studies with his position 
as President, then he should resign. 
I would also like to know if Perez 
is currently enrolled in any classes 
at Douglas College this semester, 
and if not, why? I believe that Perez 
should answer to all these questions 
and allegations because the stu-
dents of the college deserve to 
know if they are being "properly" 
represented. 
I also believe that the students 
of this college deserve to know how 
their money is being used by the 
Student Society. The Student 
Society should be held accountable 
for the approximately $200,000 
that has been accumulated over 
previous semesters. If allegations 
of financial mismanagement are 
untrue, then show us how and 
where this money is being spent. 
Former Ombudsperson Bill 
Small is quoted as saying that the 
majority of Student concerns are 
issues relating to the College ad-
ministration. While this may be 
true in part, I am sure the majority 
of students are also concerned if 
their own Student Society is not 
conducting itself in a proper man-
ner. The Student Society should be 
monitored by Ombudsperson Keith 
Olstrom because it is a part of his 
job to do so as a representative of 
the student body. If the DCSS is in 
fact conducting themselves proper-
ly, they should not take offense to 
such action. The Student Society 
should recognize and respect that 
Olstrom too serves the student in-
terests of this college and if they 
can not see that as true, then I have 
serious doubts as to whether or not 
they can objectively serve student 
interests as they seem only too con-
cerned with their own political 
ones. 
For the benfit of the entire S to-
dent Body, the Student Society and 
it's President should answer all al-
legations, questions, and concerns 
not only from this letter, but also 
from the increasing amount of 
others that are showing up in the 
Other Press addressing concerns 
about Student Society conduct and 
should do so via The Other Press in 
order that all students are able to be 
kept informed. 
Steve Anderson 
Peace 
Coming to a 
Theatre 
Near You 
What does anybody think is 
going to happen when all that stuff 
doing on in Eastern Europe hits our 
country? I wonder. I mean, we 
think that we're a pretty free 
country, but let's face it, we could 
sure use some changes in our 
quality of life around here. You 
look at the faces of the people over 
there in Europe and they're happy. 
Understatement of the year, per-
haps. These people have had a lot 
of time to think of what they want 
to do with their freedom. We take 
our's for granted. Everywhere you 
look, we're solemn faces. We have 
tobeproddedtorecycle. Wedon't 
really know very much about 
politics. We take jobs we don't like 
to support in homes in a city so 
expensive. We can't afford much 
quality time, grow gardens, play 
music, make love, rend, relax, get 
to know friends, and bum flags 
(just kidding). Uh-oh, Canadians 
better watch out. Something's 
gonna wake up, Bang! Peace'll 
break out all over. 
Arne Olafson 
Other Press 
Appalling For 
Use of Bad 
Words 
I am not amused! 
It is at times like this, when I 
wish the term "The Other Press" 
meant that this paper was printed 
for "Some Other School". How-
ever, no such luck as of yet. 
I was appalled, upon reading 
the March 5 issue of "The Other 
Press", when I came across the 
heading "An Evening Out In Puck-
face City". Even more dismaying is 
how such a headline ever managed 
to be printed. I believe that I speak 
for a very large number of students, 
when I say that such a headline is 
completely unacceptable! And in 
response to that ridiculous sign 
"The Other Press" has hung in the 
main lobby, you people need not 
come tothe student body to fmd 
scandals worth printing, your paper 
is scandal enough to fill up the next 
several issues. Further more, 
"Member At Large" Tim Crumley, 
"Entertainment Co-Ordinator" 
Nick Walden, and "Production Co-
Ordinator" Matthew Martin, 
should make a printed apology to 
the student body and then resign 
their respective positions for allow-
ing this headline to make it to print, 
as each should have taken steps to 
prevent it and didn't. 
Perhaps, had this paper had 
taken a few moments time from it's 
busy schedule, of turning the words 
of Ombudsman [sic] Kieth Olstrum 
in every direction, desperately 
searching for anything they could 
construe as a sexist comment, as 
well as generally dumping on every 
male who opens his mouth; to 
monitor some of the garbage it's 
[sic] reporters print, none of this 
would have happened. 
Jay Stidolph 
Celebrate the 
Gains Made 
for Equality 
March 21st is International 
Day for the Elimination of Racial 
Discrimination and there are many 
issues that can be addressed on its 
relevance both here in Canada and 
abroad 
The day was established by the 
United Nations to commemorate 
the Sharpeville massacre 
which took place in South Africa in 
1976. 
The massacre was a result of 
South Africans demonstrating 
against the racial system of Apart-
heid in their country. 
This March 21st is extra spe-
cial because one of the vestiges of 
Apartheid is being eliminated as 
Namibia claims its independence 
from South Africa. Independence 
Day in Namibia is a great victory 
against Apartheid and racial dis-
crimination. However, many more 
changes are yet to come as the 
people of South Africa begid to 
dismantle Apartheid in their own 
country. 
Although we are beginning to 
eliminate racial discrimination 
around the world, we still are 
having problems here in Canada. 
Racist lapel pins are being sold in 
our own back yards. One of these 
pins depict Canadians from three 
different ethnic groups in 
stereotypical garments with a Euro-
Canadian in the middle as if being 
threatened by the other figures with 
the caption "Who's the minority in 
Canada?." 
The pin asks an important 
question, however it ignores the 
answer: everyone is a minority in 
Canada. Some fear the emigration 
of non-Europeans because they 
fear that Canadian culture as they 
see it is being threatened. 
Other pins sold oppose the 
change in the RCMP uniform to 
include the turban, which would 
allow Sikhs to become a RCMP 
officer. Although the government 
fmally decided last week to allow 
the turban as part of the RCMP 
uniform, the opposing groups are 
still vowing to fight the change all 
the way to the Supreme Court. 
The language issue in Canada 
is still discriminatory even with the 
recent Supreme Court decision on 
French language rights. While 
French and English minorities are 
guaranteed instruction in their own 
language, the same does not apply 
to other minority language groups. 
Natives and other groups are not 
given the same rights as other 
Canadians to learn their heritage 
language even if their numbers in a 
given area may be higher than the 
number of people speaking French 
and English. 
Yes, wehavecomealongway 
to eliminate racial discrimination. 
We still have a long way to go. 
But on this day let's celebrate 
Did You Know ... 
*that the US, with 5% of the world's population con-
sumes 50% of the world's oil exports; 
*the average American makes 22 trips to the 
refrigerator per day. Reducing the amount of times the 
fridge is opened can reduce energy consumption consid-
erably. 
*water saving shower heads are available which can 
greatly reduce consumption 
c:ompiled by Arne Olafson 
5 
our victories for the equality of all 
humankind. Let's celebrate the 
change in the RCMP uniform to 
allow turbans and the inde-
pendence of Namibia. 
The week and day of March 
21st is also significant for other 
things. It is the beginning of spring 
and a festival in many cultures. 
Navroz, the Persian new year is on 
March 21st. Other spring festivals 
have also being celebrated includ-
ing the Hindu festival of Holy, The 
Jewish festival of Purim and the 
Irish St.Patrick's Day. So, let's 
celebrate! 
Imtiaz Popat 
President 
Should "Keep 
His Mouth 
Closed" 
Please! Please! Tell the Presi-
dent of the Student Society to keep 
his mouth closed. He is beginning 
tosoundlikeBill Vanderzalm [sic], 
quite foolish. 
Name Withheld By Request. 
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We're Sorry, Wake Up! 
We at the Other Press areal-
ways very interested in the 
phenomenon that happens when-
ever we print a word that could be 
considered by some to be in bad 
taste, like the word 11 Fuck11 for ex-
ample. 
We would like to thank all 
those people who wrote in to com-
plain about our indiscretion about 
the use of the word 11 Fuck 11 in our 
last issue. We were quite impressed 
. with the response we recieved. At 
least two or three letters. 
We feel that there are more 
important issues to be writing 
about What we would like to know 
is where are the letters complaining 
about the GST? Where are the let-
tets complaining about tuition in-
creases? Where are the letters 
complaining about social injus-
tices? 
How come no-one complains 
about Skytrain being forced upon 
us when we have to travel to Surrey 
now? 
We have thought long and 
hard about this issue and the apathy 
that exists. And we have to come to 
the conclusion that a violent word 
like "Fuck" wouldn't exist if 
society wasn't the way it was. It 
would be-more productive if you 
were to write to us about more im-
portant issues besides syntax. 
We have to do something 
about saving our world. Write us 
about that. It would be more 
productive for all concerned. 
Speak Loudly 
& Carry a Big 
Vote 
Fueled by overtaxed gasoline, 
I slug through the morning traffic 
along an underfunded highway sys-
tem to get to an education which I 
am paying for through deficit 
fmancing. Comforting me in this 
over-extended state, the radio in-
forms me that the fedeml govern-
ment will spend a half-a-billion 
dollars to implement the as of yet 
dnapproved GST Bill. My mind is 
assaulted by an image of the 
school-yard bully taking advantage 
of those who will not defend them-
selves. The bounds of parliamen-
tary procedure seem bootless 
considering the obnoxious 
methods the feds have used in ram-
ming this thinly disguised head tax 
down our throats. 
I read the dismal news that our 
nations women's centers are losing 
badly needed funding. It is hard to 
understand the insensitive attitude 
behind removing a relatively small 
sum from such a worthy cause. 1 
would take extreme satisfaction in 
searching out those responsible and 
eliminating their political ambi-
tions through concentrated, long 
term public condemnation. I 
wonder how we tolerate these con-
tinual inequalities visited upon by 
our social system. Politicians ap-
pear to be growing bolder as they 
pour out an ever increasing rain of 
tax rip-offs, budget freezes and 
empty promises. 
Perhaps we have forgotten, or 
are unaware, that we hold a valu-
able trump card in this game. We 
have become a population full of 
apathy, consigned to a fate of let-
ting the few control the many. Each 
of us, as adults, has the power to 
vote. No one person, no matter how 
rich or waxen fat, can cat more than 
a single ballot per election. Al-
though it may be too late to do 
anything about the latest drubbing 
levelled upon us by the political 
element, we can remember them! 
Like the African Elephant, reputed 
to have a long and vindictive 
memory, we can ftle these offenses 
away for future retribution. 
Movies tell us the only way to 
quench the insatiable blood-lust of 
a vampire lies in driving a stake 
through the creature's heart during 
the light of day. In like manner, it 
may be profitable for us to exercise 
some democratic rights by van-
quishing a few of our own night-
stalking political leeches from the 
bright lights of political office. 
Committed blocks of voters may 
not appear powerful to the ordinary 
citizen, but they strike fear and un-
certainty in the hearts of elected 
officials. To twist a well known 
quote; "Speak loudly and carry a 
big vote!" 
Ross Bogle 
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Other S~orts 
Douglas Brings Home 
the Gold 
On March 9-10 the badminton 
team performed victoriously in 
Nanaimo at the BCCAA Cham-
pionships. They blew away all the 
other teams - taking home 4 Gold 
Medals. 
The first Gold was won in the 
team event. In the single ladies 
caaegory, Saan Dena pJaced first 
and Peter Cbea (ranked 12 in 
Canada) also PlaCed lint in tbe 
sinale mens. For the women• 
doublet event, Trisb Scbi1l aDcl 
Kelly Wong took home a gold and 
so did Aleem Mawji and Sbarin 
Halpin in the mixed event. 
The team members: Corey 
Grant, Darren Legge, Andy Leoao, 
Mike Boyde, Saan Deng, Peter 
Chen, Trish Schill, Kelly Wong, 
Aleem Mawji and of cour&e their 
coach Arif Mawani, CON-
GRArut.ATIONS! Hope you did 
wollattbe B.C. Cbalnpimabipllast 
weebnd. 
MEN'S 
~ BASKETBALL 
• j YEAR END 
WINDUP MARCH 24 
World Wrestlers From 
Douglas College 
by Kym Bailey 
Douglas College is extremely proud of the accomplishments the 
wrestling team has made this year 
BCCAA Volleyball 
Championships_ 
BCCAA WOMEN'S 
VOLLEYBALL CHAM-
PIONSHIPS AT 
TRINITY WESTERN 
UNIVERSITY MARCH 
10,1990 
VCC vs. CAPILANO 
15 10 
15 1 
15 11 
TWU vs. DOUGLAS 
4 15 
4 15 
15 11 
15 13 
15 13 
CONSOLATION FINAL 
DOUGLAS vs. CAPILANO 
15 12 
15 4 
15 11 
GOLD MEDAL MATCH 
vee 
15 
vs. TWU 
5 
15 9 
15 13 
GOLD MEDAL VCC 
SILVER MEDAL TWU 
BRONZE MEDAL DOUGLAS 
4TH PLACE CAPILANO 
MEN'S VOLLEYBALL 
CHAMPIONSHIPS AT 
SELKIRK COLLEGE 
MARCH 10, 1990 
VCC vs. DOUGLAS 
15 7 
15 11 
15 8 
SELKIRK vs. TWU 
15 3 
15 6 
15 4 
CONSOLAliON FINAL 
DOUGLAS vs. TWU 
15 13 
7 15 
6 15 
15 
15 12 
GOLD MEDAL MATCH 
SELKIRK vs. VCC 
15 4 
15 10 
15 12 
GOLD MEDAL SELKIRK 
SILVER MEDAL VCC 
BRONZE MEDAL DOUGLAS 
4TH PLACE TWU 
Walter McLean, Cory Kwak, and Selwyn Tam, who are Juniors on 
theB.C.Wre~~gTeam,were~mw~the~ooEhCrlawP~~m~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
compete in the Junior Canadian Championships March 8-10. 
Douglas College did excellently, placing 5th out of 26 clubs from 
across Canada. Burnaby Mountain was first with 57 points, Hamilton, 
Ont. 37 points, London, Ont. 25 points, Calgary, Alberta 23 points and 
Douglas College 17 points. 
Walter McLean competed in the 57 kg category and took a Gold 
Medal by winning all eight of his matches. 
Cory Kwak also wrestled notoriously, winning all eight of his 
matches in the 68 kg category. 
The two members will be moving on to achieve higher goals in 
Saskatchewan May 11-13. They will be competing on the Canadian 
Team at the World Championships. 
The Other Publications Society 
hereby announces its intention to hold its 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
Wednesday, March 28th, 1990. (Room to be announced) 
to the 
Press 
appy!! 
All current members of the Society are urged to attend. 
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The Amended Constitution to be Ratified at the Other 
Publications Society's Annual General Meeting 
(Proposed Revisions March 1990) 
The Other Publications Soci etyConstitution 
!.The name of the society is the Other Publications Society hereinafter referred to as the society. 
2.The purposes of the society are educational and artistic to wit: 
a)The publication of newspapers, magazines, papers, books and documents for educational and 
artistic purposes, including but not limited to the newspaper The Other Press. 
b)The promotion of journalism and academic excellence; except that the society shall not have the 
power to grant or confer a diploma or degree or course credit of literacy, technical or scientific standing, 
and this provision shall be unalterable. 
c)The awarding of a $100.00 bursary in the fall and spring semesters to a student of Douglas College 
who is an active past or present member of the society who shows financial need, to the purposes set 
out in 2b. 
3.All member publications must be democratically run and must follow the Canadian University 
Press St~m<:!ll of Principles and this shall be unalterable. 
BY-LAW 1: The Other Press Newspaper 
!.The paper aims to publish at least 6 issues per semester, during fall and spring semesters, and at 
least 2 issues during the summer semester. 
2.The paper shall retain complete editorial autonomy. 
BY -LAW 2: Amendments to the Other Publications Society Constitution 
I. The by-laws and constitution may be amended only by a special resolution of a general meeting 
of the society requiring a majority vote of seventy-five (75) per cent; quorum shall be twenty (20) per 
cent of the registered membership, or five (5) members of the society, whichever is the lesser number. 
2. Amendments may be initiated by: 
a) the Board of Directors; 
b) twenty (20) per cent of the membership of the society, or five (5) members of the Society, 
whichever is the lesser, by presenting a petition containing the proposed amendment to the Board of 
Directors. Upon receipt of the petition the Board of Directors must call a general meeting of the society 
within three (3) weeks. 
3. Any amendments to the constitution shall be published in any of the OPS's publications or on 
a broadsheet two (2) weeks before the meeting it will be considered at. 
BY -LAW 3: Membership of Individuals 
l.a)Membership of the society shall be open to any student of Douglas College except students 
who hold office in the Douglas College Student Society, staff of the Student Society, including the 
Ombudsperson and excluding casuallabourers,or any other student government body, or any individual 
that subscribes to an organization that does not follow the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Membership 
may be obtained by registering as a member of the society in its business hours, or during fall and spring 
and summer registration. 
b)Upon written request, members of student government bodies shall have their Other Publications 
Society levy refunded. Calculation of such a refund shall be on a declining scale (25% per month) and 
will only be issued for unexpired amounts at date of receipt notice. 
2. Membership in the society must be renewed every semester and shall cease to be in good standing 
when they cease to be a student or join a government body or become one of the other individuals listed 
in 3.1a and this shall be automatic. 
3.The Board of Directors shall ensure that a broadsheet advertising eligibility for membership,re-
quirements for registration renewal, and election to the Board be published in time for fall, spring and 
summer registration, or that these things be printed in a "registration issue" to be published within one 
month of the beginning of each semester; the Board shall also ensure that the broadsheet{' registration 
issue" be prominently displayed at all campuses of Douglas College. 
4.The Board of Directors may extend honorary membership to former members who they deem to 
be in good standing, who have paid their Other Publications Society fee, and may revoke such membership 
by a majority vote for reasons they deem valid. This decision may not be appealed. Honorary members 
shall hold one (I) vote at general meetings and be eligible to be Chair or on the Board of Directors. 
BY -LAW 4: Ria:hts and Duties of Members 
!.Members of the society shall have one (I) vote at a general meeting and shall have specified 
rights as provided in the by-laws below. Voting by proxy will be allowed. 
BY -LAW 5: General Meetina:s 
I. Quorum for a general meeting shall be twenty (20) percent of the registered membership, or 
five (5) members of 
the society, whichever is the lesser number. 
2.a)An annual general meeting shall be called by the Board of Directors within ninety (90) days 
of the end of the fiscal year, by publishing a notice thirty (30) days in advance in a broadsheet and/or 
in any publication of the society. 
b)A special general meeting may be called at any time by twenty (20) percent or five (5) members 
of the staff of any publication of the society by presenting a petition to the Board of Directors. Upon 
receipt of the petition, the Board of Directors must call a special general meeting of the society within 
three (3) weeks. Notice of a special general meeting shall be published in a broadsheet or any publication 
of the society two (2) weeks in advance. 
BY -LAW 6: Board of Directors. its Powers and Duties. 
l.a)The Other Publications Society shall be governed by a Board of Directors, known as The Other 
Publications Society Board of Directors, hereinafter referred to as the board, which shall consist of three 
(3) members of the Other Press; two members at large elected pursuant to bylaw 6; one member from 
each of the other publications in the society; and one member of the society to be appointed by the 
board to act as Chair of the board. 
b)The Book-keeper of the society shall be a non-voting member of the board, and must attend all 
meetings. The Office Co-ordinator must also attend meetings and is responsible for keeping minutes of 
the meeting. Both the Book-keeper and the Office Co-ordinator will be paid for their time. 
2. The Board shall be the only recognized medium of communication in administrative matters 
between the society, its member publications and: 
a)the authorities of Douglas College; 
b)the Douglas College Student Society; 
c )the public 
and shall administer the society, and have powers to secure revenue for its publications and to 
borrow funds for its publications as it sees fit except the issue of debentures shall be sanctioned by a 
special resolution of the society. 
3.The board shall: 
a)guarantee freedom of the student press as outlined 
by the charter and code of ethics of Canadian University Press. 
b )act as a board of appeal on all staff appointments and dismissals. 
c)appoint all managerial staff (salaried employees) other than in the editorial department of all 
member publications. 
d)receive all applications for all salaried employees of the society. 
e)define the terms of reference for all salaried employees of the society 
f)ensure that where the operations are carried in a premises put at the disposal by a third party, all damages 
whether willful or accidental, shall be repaired immediately. 
4.Any decision of the board may be overruled by a general meeting of the society. 
5.Any policy or operative decision made in a general meeting is binding on the board. 
6.The board shall meet twice a month during the fall and spring semesters, and monthly during the summer 
semester. Meetings shall be conducted by Robert's Rules of Order. 
7 .The person elected Chair shall not have a vote except in a situation where the board has voted to a tie, 
and the vote of the Chair shall be used to break the tie. 
BY -LAW 7: Elections and Appointments of Members of the Board 
!.Candidates for office on the board must be members of the society. Elective candidates must not hold 
any position on the Douglas College Student society or be anyone listed in by-law 3.la. 
2.a)The Staff Representatives from member publications will be elected at any regular staff meeting of 
the publication. 
b)The Members at Large will be elected at the Annual General Meeting of the society, by secret ballot. 
3.Nominations shall be open from the date the A.G.M. is announced until 48 hours before the 
commencement of the A.G.M. 
4.Eiigible voters shall include all members of the society signed up for 48 hours preceding the day of the 
election. 
5.Candidate nomination from the membership must be signed by not less that ten (10) registered members 
of the society. 
6.Elected members of the Board shall hold office for one (I) year, commencing from the date of the 
A.G.M. 
7.Upon the death, resignation or impeachment of board member, the following procedures will occur: 
a)A new Staff Representative will be elected at a regular staff meeting of publication, pending at least 
one ( 1) week notice of nomination. 
b)A new Member at Large will be appointed by the board and shall hold office until such time as an 
A.G.M. is held. 
BY-LAW 8: lmpeachmept 
l.An elected member of the board may be impeached by a special resolution at a special general meeting 
of the society; in the event of such a special resolution being carried by a majority of two thirds, the member 
of the board shall be deemed to have their resignation effective as of the date of the meeting. 
BY-LAW 9: Meetinl: of the Board 
!.Meetings of the board shall be of to kinds: 
a)regular meetings 
b )special meetings 
2.Special meetings of the board mat be called at any time by the Chair of the board, 2/3 of the board or 
three (3) board members. 
3.Regular board meetings shall be scheduled at the regular board meeting immediately preceding. 
4.Quorum for any meeting of the board shall be two-thirds of the members of the board, and the decisions 
of the board shall be governed by the majority of those present, except where by-laws require a larger majority. 
5.Members of the board shall attend every scheduled meeting of the board. If a member is absent from 
two (2) regular scheduled meetings, without due cause, he/she automatically ceases to be a member of the board 
and her/his position shall be filled pursuant to by-law 7. 
BY -LAW 10; Records apd Seals of the Society 
I. The records, seal, and minutes of the society shall be in the custody of the Board. The Office Co-ordinator 
shall cause a copy of all minutes to be posted in each publication's office not later than three (3) days after the 
meetings to which they pertain, and who shall have every document requiring the use of the seal approved by 
the Board. 
2. The records and accounts of the society may be inspected by any of its members on any day of business 
during office hours pending 72 hours notice, as posted, of the society's bookkeeper, and accounts must be 
audited every (1) year. 
BY -LAW 11: Apoointments of Publication Staff 
!.Constitutional policy and hiring procedure of individual member publications will be the responsibility 
of the individual publications. 
BY-LAW 12; Hirina: of Society Employees 
!.Regular salaried employees of the Society: 
a) shall be selected by the board from applications submitted to the Board; 
b)notice of vacancy of a regular salaried position shall be published in any of the Society's publications 
at least two (2) weeks prior to the consideration of application by the Board. 
c)in case of an interim vacancy, the board shall hire an interim employee who shall fill the vacant position 
until such time as the Board selects a regular employee. 
BY-LAW 13; The Bookkeeper 
!.The Bookkeeper shall be responsible for the OPS books, financial statements to be posted monthly, and 
shall act in accordance with their job description. 
BY -LAW 14: Dismissal of Employees 
I. Any employee of the Society may be dismissed for reasons deemed justified by the Board pursuant to 
the Labour Relations Act of B.C. 
BY-LAW 15; ExistiD& Publications 
I. Existing Publications: 
a)must adhere to the principles of the Society. 
b )must present a constitution along with their budget at every budget meeting. 
c)must present their budget at one of the scheduled meetings of the board, at least once a semester. 
BY-LAW 16 Sipioa Officers 
I. The signing officers of ihe board shall be any three people designated by the board, namely two (2) 
members of the board and one (1) employee. 
BY -LAW 17; Membership in the Society by Already Exlstln& Publications 
!.Membership in the society shall be open to all existing publications which comply with the following: 
the publication applying for membership shall submit to the board a copy of its constitution or terms of 
reference describing its organizational structure and its aims and purposes, together with a statement of its 
affairs as of the seventh day previous to its application for membership, and subject to ratification at the next 
A.G.M. 
2.If a publication is accepted for membership in the society it shall dissolve its existing financial interests 
in those of the society and accept the financial management of the society and subject itself to the society's 
constitution. 
BY -LAW 18; Arbitration 
I. The board shall have the power to make decisions on all matters not otherwise provided for in these 
by-laws, except the editorial decisions of the member publications. 
Other Press 
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erry Is Bound by the Beauty 
Jane Slberry will be performing two shows at the 
Granville Island Arts Club March 25 (7 & 10 pm). 
They promise to be spectacular. 
by Tim Crumley 
Jane Siberry is the kind of art· It is no surprise then, that her 
ist that grabs you right away. He1 performances on March 25 at the 
quirky, questioning vocals and al· Arts Club Granville Island will 
J?OSt complete denial of conven- draw a great crowd of loyal fans. 
twnal mu~ical fo~s make the She has been both worshipped and 
record-buymg pub he take a stand despised for many years. 
as far as their taste is concerned. Initially appearing in 1982 was 
her critically acclaimed debut "No 
Borders Here", with its VideoFact 
single "Mimi On The Beach," (one 
of the first Canadian videos that got 
airplay on MuchMusic while ac-
tually deserving it). 
The album had promising, if 
not excellent sales, and within a 
few years she hit gold in Canada 
with "The Speckless Sky", which 
sold about 50,000 copies on the 
strength of its single, "One More 
Colour". I can still picture Siberry 
walking in a field with rubber boots 
on chasing cows. 
Her musical style has been 
compared to both Joni Mitchell and 
Laurie Anderson, and there is some 
truth in the comparisons. The 
spoken word lyrics of Anderson 
really match Siberry's own vocal 
style, although Siberry is more 
romantic and slightly more struc-
tured musically. Siberry herself 
sees the Mitchell connection. 
"I see Joni Mitchell [in myself] 
because I grew up with her music," 
she said in a 1986 interview. 
Still, Siberry said that although 
Duke Street Records, her label in 
Canada, was happy to have "One 
More Colour" on the record, "I told 
them not to expect another one." 
She was fairly correct. 
Her next release, 1987's "The 
Walking", was a dark and intro-
spective album, coming out of the 
time that she and her bassist/co-
producer/lover John Switzer ended 
their relationship. They continued 
working together, and that tense 
and uncomfortable atmosphere 
created one of the best Canadian 
records of all time. Radio didn't to 
agree, however, (mostly because of 
unsuitable song lengths), and the 
album remains to capture the atten-
tion it so richly deserves. 
After writing and recording a 
few more songs with Switzer for 
her new album, "Bound by the 
Beauty", they split creatively as 
well. Those songs were reJectea, 
and a new set of songs was written 
which seem to be a little lighter of 
spirit. 
"Well, the music is coming 
from a different place. I didn ' t want 
anything about the music to be dif-
ficult." 
She purposefully set out to 
make this album stand out from all 
her other releases. "Anything that 
reminded me of a Jane Siberryism, 
I would reject," she said. 
In a completely strange turn of 
events, Siberry has agreed to go on 
a cross-Australia tour with award-
winning country performer k.d. 
Lang. The tour begins in May, and 
although the match may seem like 
a mix-up, it looks as if the shows 
will be a complete success, show-
ing off the talents of these two 
strong Canadian artists. 
The shows at the Arts Club 
Granville promise to be spectaculru 
- especially if they live up to the 
shows she played at the New York 
Theatre on her last tour. Siberry did 
two shows last time as well, and 
both shows were sold out. She 
enchanted the audiences and left 
them feeling full inside. Hopefully, 
the same magic wi ll happen a):(ain. 
A Guy 
Called Phil 
Is Back!!! 
by A Guy Called Phil 
Ye s it 's true , I am back . 
Miserable Peons of Douglas Col-
lege, bask in the aura of my stupen-
dously powerful arrogance and 
superiority. As a journalist extraor-
dinaire, I receive many stupendous 
perks not the least of which is 
receiving free tickets to concerts. 
You may now look upon my being, 
but be warned, without envy in 
your heart you shall be struck 
down. 
But enough of my humble 
musings. Let us get down to the 
matter at hand, the Demo-Listen 
Derby Finals and awards presenta-
tion. Along with presenting the 
awards for various taped and live 
music, the two finalist bands 
played for the top two prizes. 
The winner of the best band 
eontinued page 10 
16 Years of Feminist Films Celebrated At International Women's Day 
Screenings Sponsored by National Film Board of Canada 
by Tamara Gorin and Louise the time, by becoming educated in 
Richardson the sciences, philosophy and 
The National Film Board's religion. The 6 minute short, 
Studio D has been making feminist directed by Ellen Besen, is a well 
films for 16 years. The internation- done animation that debunks the 
ally acclaimed women's unit of the myth of medieval women-passively 
NFB was founded by Kathleen waiting to be rescued by their 
Shannon in 1974 with the knightinshiningarmour. 
philosophy that "women see dif- Discussing the relationship be-
ferently; both as filmmakers. and as tween Australian Aboriginal 
audi•ences." 
., women and white men, Nice 
In celebration of International Coloured Girls ( 1987) juxtaposes 
Women's Week, the Pacific art1 tically stylised scenes of 
Cinematheque held four nights of arrival in Australia with 
sere~ of eight of Studio D'$ Ill almost theatrical representation 
mos recent films. of urban Aboriginal wWJ,en 
dam's World (1989 is a 17 whoM one out for the ev nin 
short featuring theQlogian The narratiQn alternates twe 
Dodson Grey.ln ":t. she is one of tbe en telling o 
a lecture on ecolojy and adveatuta and British Ca 
wo •s place in history from a teadina from bi journal abo 
femi 'st paspective. A r ly and young A · · woman he en-
ente taining speaker, Dodson counters. Both w the streng of 
mak s ber point withou being native Austra ·an wo en. 
heavy-handed, and gives a set of tbroughout their contact with "te 
new ways of looking at way males. and the ways ~y have dealt 
hum treat our planet and ourseJ- with these invaders in their land. 
ves. Niee Coloured Girls is not a pretty 
Illuminated Lives 1989) fllm-thetwostylesofportrayalare 
depicts the medieval woman's starkly contrasted, giving an edge 
position as recorded from tax sur- of reality to the film that can at 
veys, paintings and iUum · · ons times be quite uncomfortable. 
used to decorate the book of the Ill Her Chosen Field ( 1989) 
period. Scenes of women working spoffights women on ffie farm. 
on farms, as weavers and as appren- These women, whose chosen 
tices through their family portray preference is fanning, were U.ter~ 
the wide variety of skills women viewed about their: nd)yid.ttal 
had. Class status determined the reasons for t)lis cfioice m spite of 
specific job, but even noblewoman the pers Q~l and e on:Qm.jc_ 
managed large estates and super- hardShips. Theit love 9( the land,., 
vised large agricultural operations. nature and animals is a great source · 
Nuns were the non-confonnists of of their ~y and it' · 
keeps them involved. They are 
willing to invest tlieir time, laoour 
and energy toward this tradition, 
despite the isolation and lack of 
acknowledgment concerning their 
consider~ble contribution. They 
ask to be recognized by the govern-
ment and society, an<t legally con-
firmed as legitimate farmefS, with 
all the status of their male counte -
parts and partners. Currently, their 
work is considered only an exten-
sion of homemaking, consequently 
they become an invisible subsidy, 
along with the children, who some-
. mes also labour long and hard. 
Even during the interview, 
women dido 't stop working: 
ing, baki • · g the stock, 
f;arming, co IW 1elds and 
gardeni • Tbeu ate · e 
0 . .., be admired bl'beir io-
0 8lica as well as their fGrlitude. 
lil • c;ompeasates f«aoy lack 
yaic:al suengdl. 
Much of the survival of 
Canadian farming depends upon 
these incredibly active, diverse, 
talented and unpaid women. This 
serious documentaly focused upon 
a specific group with specific 
problems, yet the ramifications of 
their continued obscure position 
reacnfar beyond any of their 
final fence posts. 
OQJ of t tudi.o s lli¢r 
fil'rns, Some A.tne'dcan Fe nists, 
'(.1 977)., sho a serl~ of inspiti 
interViews ith same oftbi women 
ho were the vanguard of the 
second wave of feminism in this 
tory. 
interviews and. film footage of power to, is a belief in the Goddess. 
these women in action atthe begin- The film examines early 
nings of their work and analysis of European religion and the strong 
society, the film gives an in-depth belief in the Mother Goddess early 
look at the personal philosophies of humans held, debunking patJiar-
such women as Betty Friedan, Kate cha' myths and giving new life to 
Millett and T. Grace. It is interest- felliale oriented ideas about 
ing to see the ways their different religion and society. Alternating 
points of view come together to betWeen a group of women who 
fonn a coherent vision of women hav done much work in redis-
and society as a whole. cov~g the Goddess as they dis-
'Pr:•lri""Womeo is a historical cuss their ideas at dinner, and 5\ICh 
docume tary, beginning in the tbiDgs as the Venus figures found 
1920's. • · • leuers. speeches in pooertbal cave-sites, tbe ve 
and article from this time tniCe • ~ of Southern Franc;e, the 
these early • women's ac- re ins of Cretiao, Mino n, 
tivities. Despit their ._. en.- civilization, tbef'Um ws 
vironrnent, monot -~ pb'(IIel$ between tho lOss of the 
lives, a lack of cash ~~ .00 tbe 'flay Western ul-
these women manag d to •• eau.d tJie.corrent • es 
meet, discuss and impact the for ~as well as fortbe fu re 
"tics of their time, th~ of planet.~ is only ene 
~ing a legacy of actio and COP\~ with tbe film and tbis is 
strength. They orpoized -o its fdilme to take infO account the 
tive groups like the WOII)eh Ornilt ess religions of non-Euro-
Orowersand United Fann Women; centied cultures. 
They lobbied for universal ntedical Hall the Kingdom (1989) 
care, legal and accessible birth con- give insight to tbe attitudes and 
trol and the improvement of restt\ctions concerning women of 
women's property rights. Thought the Jewish faith. Attempting to 
provoking and inspiring, the long, work within tbe system, focusing 
heavy skirts are gone, but some of onequalityforthemselvesandtheir 
the issues remain for our genera- daughters, these women's strug-
tion. g.les can be applied to any western, 
patriarchal tradition. Questioning 
why only boys and men are allowed 
ertaifi)?,rivileges and rituals, these 
inventive and serious women are 
challenging the rigid, exclusive 
history of Judaism and are expand-
ing its definition. 
Phil's Still Back!!! 
award was State-of-Mind, new fast. 
band on the Vancouver scene. "l'hey With those two bands taking 
played a good set, although the top honors, I guess it's time to lay 
miring was a little off. All in all the other winners on you. Well here 
they are a good band and could they are: 
make it commercially with a lot of Best Demo: Emily Stop 
hard work. Best Song : Perfect, Emily 
Their style ranges from a Stop 
melodic jangly guitar pop reminis- 2nd-5th runner-up Bands (in 
cent of REM to a straight forward alphabetical order): Emily Stop, 
pop rock INXS. Musically the band Free water, Knockout, Shy 
is proficient but they need to liven Thunder, Stoaters 
up their act. Best Demo Performance : The 
Th~r~t runner-up was Rock Running 
Party. They are a blues-bluegrass- Best Demo Production: Sez-U 
boogie rock band that played a Best Demo Presentation : Son 
scorch in' set. Getting past their Of Man 
''I'm gonna bent up your mother" 
biker looks, revealed a group of . Pl~s. there we~e. othe: awards 
fine musicians with a lot of soul. for mdividual musiCianship : 
They even back a political issue, Bassist: Gord Johnston, Rock 
the environment, with their song, Party 
"Man is a fool again." The guitarist Drummer_: A tie Marrkolb~a, 
played some amazing blues riffs to Rock Party; Eh Paull, State ofMmd 
thethrobbingrhythmsbythedrum- Guitarist : Robert Ford, 
mer and bassists. They were fast Stoaters 
and loud, real loud. But l guess that Keyboardist: Doug Schmit. 
comes from eating WanTon soup Stoaters 
{the bassist) or SpumSpum, Eggs, Vocalist: Chris Gielburg, Shy 
and Spam {the drummer) for break- Thunder 
Do you like Fairy Tales? 
March 9, at the Oakridge VPL, 
group of confirmed adolescen 
(ages 10 through 48) we 
enchanted by P.K.page 
from her first fairy tale, .o...Jua<OlA..l.u. 
Sea Water. 
A traditional story with a 
cess, a hero, a quest and many 
ciful characters and adventures, 
were transported into the tale 
mediately. Page's poetic skill, 
voice, tone and inflection, 
worked to weave a spell which 
us to the imaginary land of U~e· . 
But this is not 
March 19, 1990 
experience. Page's 
of symbolism, nuance 
and novelty combine to make this a 
delightful story, no matter how tall 
Purdy Provides Cutting Entertainment 
are. A passage about losing 
=Httrn,. and searching for it under and 
behind rocks is especially inventive 
and true. 
Her reading was witty, 
humourous and entertaining. We 
all relaxed and forgot the respon-
sibilities awaiting us beyond the 
magic, story circle, a measure of 
the strength of her creative talent 
and our common need to let go and 
play much more often than we 
usually do. 
by Louise Richardson 
AI Purdy, long considered a 
great Canadian poet, filled The 
Western Front to capacity with an 
expectant crowd of literary ad-
mirers. 
Well known for his witty 
chauvinism, he began the program 
with a cutting tribute to Margaret 
Atwood. Asked later if this poem 
attacked Atwood herself, or her 
position, he answered that he had 
sent her an earlier draft and she'd 
called it "Shit, aU shit." But he 
received a conspiratorial laugh 
from the audience when he said his 
poem was mocking the celebrated 
status the media has bestowed upon 
her, not her personally. Poet AI Purdy 
Mter this we were treated to a 
wide variety of his work, including 
the title poem of the Governor 
General Award winning book, ~ 
Caribou Horses. 
His originality and vision was 
repeated again and again with more 
current publications, including a 
poem about a turtle, "Adam, But 
No Eve," inspired by his trip to the 
Galapagos Islands. 
His ability to simplify large, 
global subjects, without negating 
their importance, but to bring them 
into everyday, contemporary life, 
continually attests to his talent and 
skill as a poet. 
If your expectations are high, so is our technology 
Your electronics diploma can be a passport to an 
enriching and challenging career in the Canadian 
Armed Forces. You may qualify for an entry plan 
that offers progression at a faster rate of pay and 
promotion. You could work with some of the most 
sophisticated electronics systems in Canada and 
continue to learn from some of the nation's best 
specialists, have opportunities to travel, make 
friends and be part of an important team. 
It's worth talking about. Visit or 
call your nearest Recruiting Centre 
listed under 'Recruiting' in the 
Yellow Pages. 
Choose a Career, Live the Adventure. 
THE 
CANADIAN 
ARMED FORCES 
REGULAR AND RESERVE 
Environmental How-To 
Book Helpful 
Protecting Our Environment: presented are practical and 
What One Person Can Do reasonable. Everyone can find a 
By Heidi Anderson and Cathy least one thing in this book to help 
Schofield them with some environmental 
by Peter Malacame project or concern. 
There are a lot of "how to" Here are some suggestions 
books on the market today and this from the book. Save your plastic 
one has joined that ever growing egg cartons for making ice cubes 
list. One of the problems with "how for the party you 'II probably run 
to" books is that you never can tell out of ice for. No big deal, and 
J.f you can do what they tell you you 'II save a couple of bucks. This 
"how to" do. -Protectin~ the En- one may take some getting used to: 
vironmeot is a yes you can do "how bring your own shopping bags 
to" book. Fortunately, the book when you go shopping instead of 
keeps the environmental rhetoric to always getting more bags. 
a minimum and quickly gets down Two important quotes: "One 
to the nitty gritty of what you can man's waste is another man's 
do and how to go about it. Also resource." and "ATTENTION 
most of the suggestions do not in- APARTMENT DWELLERS! You 
volve making drastic changes in too can compost! You can keep a 
one • s way of life. Everyone can do well ventilated, covered compost 
a little thing that is "environmental- box on a balcony to fertilize potted 
ly friendly. plants ... " 
Protectin~ the Environment is Protectio~ the Environment a 
jammed with a lot of very useful lot of grou~d and fortunately for us 
information that is sound and ac- laypersons It does not go too deeply 
curate. All those little bits of in for- into any one area. IT does have a 
mation we should remember, like good, clear listening of information 
sorting garbage for recycling, we all hear or re~d o~ a daily basis 
making homemade household but never compile m any useful 
cleaners that are cheaper and just as format. For those who would want 
effective as store bought cleaners, more in depth information, there 
or growing attractive plants that are plenty ~f p~one num~rs listed 
repel insects etc, are all covered. and orgamzatiOns mentiOned. A 
One of the nicer aspects of this worthwhile effort by two Douglas 
book is that the alternatives '--U""'"'" 
There are no lyrics enclosed in 
the KiLLeR DWaRfS' third album, 
DirTY WeAPOnS. But then, once 
you've beard "Out of my way, I'm 
a-comin' through,/l know what I 
want, and how to get it," a certain 
number of times, it tends to come 
by rote. 
Not that they didn't try to im-
bibe this album with some reflec-
tiveness: I think they said 
something about following that 
dream or something, back 
there .... But who knows about that 
guy Russ, be always sounds so sar-
castic anyway. His tone of voice 
reminds me of the wolf's in Little 
Red Riding Hood ("The better to 
ogle at you, my dear ... ") 
The fact that the band hardly tones 
down for the lead singer's entran-
ces tends to de-emphasize the 
lyrics, so I lost interest in them. 
With this attitude, I actually started 
to appreciate aspects of the album. 
Obviously, it isn't meant for atten-
tive listening in a library booth. The 
rhythm is driving but superficially 
varied, probably good for dancing 
(as opposed to the wild rhythmic 
contortions of that annoying guy at 
the tap-machine booth next to me, 
I might add). 
The sonority is satisfying, 
though the percussion provides its 
only variety. As much as I happen 
to like that classic drum-bass-
guitar mix, I find it brutal of the 
DWaRfS to keep to it song after 
song. The songwriting is enter-
{ 
t 
t· ~~ 
File Photo 
taining but no more adventurous. 
I must confess its 70s-heavy-
metalishness brought nostalgia, 
though. Of course, any given song 
will give you an idea of what it's 
like .... 
Imagine: steaming gym clas-
ses. People hastily feathering their 
hair. Oh man, was that The Bell i 
heard? Rows of lockers. A 
thought grips you: NO!! NOT 
GRADE TEN AGAIN!! 
YES!! KiLLeR DWaRfS·. 
The splendour of grade ten. The 
stuff that nightmares are made of. 
Perpetually angry. Perpetually 
vengeful of sneaky elfin folk: 
Don't try your DirTY WeAPOnS 
on these guys. "I'll bring you to 
your knees!" howls Russ. I quiver 
to make my chains clank. 
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No! the store hasn't changed! . 
Yes! It's still the same Artistically Acclaimed 
work of Art - with a ~mint Quality Finish! 
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Ou Ow GREAT CLOTHING!! ~ae\0- """&ACCESSORIES!! 
• "\\\\ \J t~tt~\\\\\\\t ~ ~~~\~· 
A BEGINNING OF A CITY-WIDE FASHION STATEMENT! 
72 - 8 Street. New Westminster 
520-0888 
